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AMV Labs is a full service anime 
motion video studio that 

focuses around viral moments 
in modern culture of anime. By 
creating and targeting specific 
cultural moments through the 

lens of the creator and 
distributing them throughout 

social media we have the ability 
to break boundaries in the 

anime communities. 

ABOUT US WWW.AMVLAB.COM



Our AMV Strategy created a ripple effect to a main AMV video 
that outperformed the labels music video release by 10x views. 
This was done through a funnel from Instagram to Youtube. 

CASE STUDY WWW.AMVLAB.COM

● AMV Strategy and seeding 
● 10x increase in viewership
● Promotion across multiple platforms

MASN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF1LWTHOdg0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SdHGWjYNKc


SONG from STEVE LACY

CASE STUDY WWW.AMVLAB.COM

● AMV Strategy and seeding 
● One part of a campaign that resulted in a #1 song on the billboard chart
● Created 100M+ views in the anime sectors

CONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLEBAD HABIT

https://www.tiktok.com/@kidzuna._/video/7123114594264026370?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7040908292319380998
https://www.tiktok.com/@p4pulya/video/7123530717786672385?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7040908292319380998
https://www.tiktok.com/@nelyrall/video/7123184800264965382?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7040908292319380998
https://www.tiktok.com/@maderezs/video/7124032320021024002?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7040908292319380998
https://www.tiktok.com/@volcogot/video/7123968572367326466?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7040908292319380998


UTA from ONE PIECE FILM RED

CASE STUDY WWW.AMVLAB.COM

● Digital Strategy for a song from the film One Piece 
● Bring awareness to the movie and the song 
● The film has been number one in box office ranking in Japan for eleven 

consecutive weeks which only three Japanese films had ever done. Worldwide, 
the film had grossed over US$206.7 million making it the 5th highest-grossing 
Japanese film of all-time.

CONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLEBacklight

https://www.tiktok.com/@panteravfx/video/7171561994926001409?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.tiktok.com/@kidzuna._/video/7171864099591163138?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.tiktok.com/@iwannakillthemall/video/7171147929141464321?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMF9fwqqn/
https://www.tiktok.com/@flocki__/video/7171138180866002178?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1


from FREDDIE DREDD

CASE STUDY WWW.AMVLAB.COM

● Delivered outstanding results in the anime space that catapulted the 
Artist into gaining popular recognition in these communities. 

● Brought awareness to singles through Instagram, TikTok and 
Youtube AMVs.

● One part of a campaign that resulted in the artist getting two Gold 
RIAA certified awards.

CONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLECONTENT EXAMPLESONGS

https://youtu.be/1j0lu5en0W4
https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTRqKTWbB/
https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTRqKE4oy/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1j0lu5en0W4
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GET IN TOUCH

http://www.amvlab.com/contact

